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Abstract. This paper presents a high level Petri net modeling meth-

odology for railway systems safety critical scenarios. This methodology 

is based on modular high level Petri nets, including most relevant com-

ponents of a railway safety system, as safety regulation procedures, in-

terlocking and especially human factors, enabling more various gather-

ing of information and allowing the study of diverse possibilities in a 

same global model. At first, this method was applied to the infrastruc-

ture and the regulation of the Moroccan Kenitra railway station. After-

ward, a first approach of real accident scenario modeling was intro-

duced for “Saint Romain en Gier” accident, taking account of human er-

rors. Our goal is to bring formal tools in order to study weaknesses in 

shunting management within train stations and accidental scenarios, 

considering automatic mechanisms and human involvement. 

1   Introduction 

Signaling systems are heritage of railway history and may be multiple within the 

same country and from a country to another. In order to face this problem, a new con-

trol system “ERTMS/ETCS” (European Rail Traffic Management System/European 

Train Control System) is destined to become a common standard in Europe. For more 

complex areas, ground and other logical signaling rules defined within a national 

context such as the "pink instruction" (Consigne Rose) are used. They prevent any 

conflicting use of a given infrastructure.  

Achieving railway interoperability allowed by ERTMS requires a common under-

standing of requirements by all involved parties. In this context a formal rigorous 
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model is an effective tool to identify and clarify ambiguities. The PERFECT project 

(Performing Enhanced Rail Formal Engineering Constraints Traceability) is a French 

scientific project that aims to formalize railway specifications and validate various 

systems. Systems Models will be developed and formally studied to determine, if 

possible, the compliance between ERTMS and National railway specifications [1]. 

In this context, railway safety research as the PERFECT project one is facing the 

complexity of real railway scenario modeling. In fact, railway safety systems are semi-

automatic systems, including human manipulation, infrastructure requirements and 

automatic actions (interlocking, ERTMS control…), yet, it requests a full and com-

prehensive modeling, as expressed by so many researchers and operators [2]. One of 

the ultimate goals of this study is to bring a modular modeling methodology that is 

able to allow different experts and specialists of various fields to contribute inde-

pendently in the scenario global model, especially for human factor. 

2   High level Petri nets modeling methodology 

Petri nets (PN) are a powerful tool for studying a wide variety of discrete event sys-

tems. They are useful for both static modeling thanks to their structure, and dynamic 

modeling through their operating rules. In this context some typical cases are modeled 

using the CPN-tools software platform. This software has been proposed by the 

PERFECT project, especially for its extensive use in the previous contribution works 

[3], especially in rail systems assessment [4, 5, 6 and 7]. 

However, the use of Petri nets until now does not cover all a complete railway sys-

tem modeling needs. Indeed, railway system models should be used by a larger team 

of diverse railway abilities and skills. The present methodology focuses on creating 

modular high level Petri nets that separates safety stakeholders in a railway scenario 

and enables the introduce of human factor, which has an extremely important influ-

ence in railway operation. Those sub-models are then gathered using the hierarchical 

levels of Petri nets. In the following, this method application shows how a railway 

infrastructure, regulation, interlocking and human action can be represented by a 

modular approach for high level Petri nets. 

3   Description of Kenitra railway switching station 

Kenitra Station is a mainline station connecting this city that is located in the north-

ern suburbs of the capital Rabat to other Moroccan cities through line trains and Rapid 

shuttles trains (TNR). It also receives and manages freight and work trains. The safety 

management on these routes for all traffic types is warranted through the PRS switch-

ing station [8]. But some movement cases are managed on the ground by safety 

agents. 



PRS Station of KENITRA enables the control of 45 routes. The controls are han-

dled by the security chief who is also responsible for trains’ movement. Some moves 

require handling safety equipment on the ground via permissions.  

The next sections will detail some modeling possibilities of railway station aspects 

considering the case of Kenitra station. Those models could be injected in larger rail-

way scenarios models which take into account station features.  

4   Modeling an interlocking aspect (a part of route formation) 

This section will show the modeling of an interlocking aspect of the Kenitra station. 

The route formation is materialized by interlocking control of turnouts and, if appro-

priate, by the actuation of interlocking between routes in opposite directions. It forbids 

the formation of all incompatible routes and authorizations. In the model constructed 

(Fig. 1), as in [9, 10], three basic modes of transport are considered: the permanent 

plot (TP), automatic destruction (DA) and manual destruction or shunting routes 

which can't have AD. TP mode is used only on safe routes; therefore, whenever a 

route requests TP mode, it is necessary to verify that it is not prohibited by that mode. 

More detailed interlocking information and modeling are presented in [10, 11]. 
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Fig. 1. Part of route formation 



 

5   A representation of railway infrastructure and regulation (TS-

RDS route of Kenitra station) 

 

Fig. 2. Infrastructure to model 

 

Still considering Kenitra station, and more specifically, the route “TS-RDS” (fig. 2) 

of the station, the present section describes the infrastructure and the regulation mod-

eling in the scope of one global model. This model has three hierarchical levels. The 

first level represents the track section involved in the route (Fig. 3). In this study case, 

only the nominal direction movement is covered. The Petri net was composed by 

gathering elementary nets we had established for the infrastructure structures (zones, 

communication turnouts, signals…). This modular modeling method is one very inter-

esting point in this work. 
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Fig. 3. First hierarchical level model 

 

The traffic movement is allowed by the opening of the "signal 7". The second hier-

archical level details the control of this signal. To simplify the modeling, certain open-



ing signal conditions have been shown in a simplified manner. This is the case of 

authorizations (Fig. 4). Turnouts control processes are modeled in the third level. 
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Fig. 4. Second hierarchical level model 

 

6   Railway safety critical scenario modeling 

As an important part of this work, real railway scenario modeling was studied. The 

concerned modeling methodology was applied to the case of the collision between a 

work train and a TGV in Saint Romain en Gier accident. 

6.1 Circumstances and scenario of Saint Romain en Gier accident  

The railway line from Lyon to Saint-Étienne is a double-track line, equipped with 

permanent installations of opposite direction (Installations Permanentes de Contre 

Sens-IPCS) between Terre Noire and Givors [12]. IPCS are specific signaling com-

pounds that enable trains movement in the reverse direction. The line is regulated, rail 

traffic being subject to supervision by a regulator. Figure 5 shows the involved railway 

infrastructure. 
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Fig. 5. Saint Romain en Gier accident infrastructure  

Works are organized on infrastructure in the area Rive en Gier / Givors, both on the 

tracks 1 and 2. The Command Post of Lyon announces a circulation from Lyon to 

Saint -Étienne. The traffic agent of Givors city established route for engaging the 

TGV from its normal route within track 2 to Rive de Gier, and to Saint -Étienne. After 

crossing Givors city station, the TGV collides against the work train oncoming this 

track 2 to regain Givors station [8]. 

6.2 High level Petri nets Scenario Modeling 

At first, we have modeled the scenario’s related infrastructure, linking Givors and 

Rive en Gier railway stations. Fig. 6 presents this first level global infrastructure mod-

el. The stations are represented with places. Movements between these stations are 

covered by transitions in the model. The transition "TB -> Givors" is one that includes 

movements leading to the accident and will be detailed in another hierarchical level.  
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Fig. 6. Saint Romain en Gier accident infrastructure model 

 

 

In this section, more detailed modeling of the infrastructure associated to the acci-

dent is presented, along with the work train "TTX 4" modeling of movements that led 

to the collision. Figure 7 shows the model of the accidental movement. The areas are 

modeled with places as well as signals. Here are introduced two types of transitions to 



represent the movement of the work train between two areas. One type denoting the 

"regulatory crossing" signal and a second type for the "illegal crossing".  
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Fig. 7. Model of movements that led to the collision 

At this point, the sub-model of regulatory crossing conditions of an intermediate 

signal in the intercepted track is shown. This modeling will visualize the Regulation 

abuse residing in the not allowed crossing of a signal that we have identified as a di-

rect cause of the accident. Figure 8 illustrates this model for the case of the square 

signal C11, presented in another hierarchical level of the Petri net. Two main condi-

tions determine the feasibility of such a signal crossing, namely, the establishment of 

direction in IPCS and bulletin I’s authorization or the traffic agent’s one. The two 

mentioned conditions are modeled with places.  
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Fig. 8. Crossing a signal in terms of regulation 



The next sub-model describes the behavior of the three driving agents of the work 

train towards the intermediate signal. The reaction of each agent is modeled with a 

place, and decision making in a transition. If no reaction is to point out, as in the real 

case of accident Saint Romain en Gier, the transition "decision crossing C11" will be 

validated (Fig. 9 - case of square C11).  
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Fig. 9. Driving agents’ decision making  

 

Conclusion and Perspectives 

Under the PERFECT project (Performing Enhanced Rail Formal Engineering Con-

straints Traceability), a similar study to the one proposed on the French LGV-EST 

railway line is conducted on Kenitra railway station, being part of the future Moroccan 

high speed railway line linking Tangier and Casablanca within ETCS level 2. This is 

what makes this study a first interesting international perspective of this project.  

In this respect, a modular approach for colored Petri net modeling was introduced 

for railway infrastructure and scenarios involving human decision, particularly acci-

dent scenario in order to provide formal tools both for checking railway rules con-

sistency and accident analysis. This study enables more complete analysis of railway 

complex situations by creating the possibility of integrating all railway aspects, which 

could be modeled separately, in one global model. Therefore, this methodology is 

responding to the needs of railway researchers, experts and operators so that they 

could work together a complementary way. 
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